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Designed by CLAUDIO BELLINI®, the 

Sine delivers a design that is functional 

and versatile, while creating a fresh 

new aesthetic for auditorium seating.

Sine™
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Sassi Textile Collection, designed by 

CLAUDIO BELLINI®, was inspired by the 

soft shapes of river stones. This simple 

and playful pattern can be explored and 

showcased using the different weaving 

methods and colorways of Byborre®.

Sassi
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Developed to complement today’s 

architecturally refined interiors, the J30 

auditorium chair delivers contemporary 

design and comfort with a variety of 

options and finishes.

J30
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The R40’s elegant design is ideal for 

auditoriums, conference rooms and 

performing arts venues. Low back, 

high back and anti-panic tablet options 

provide added flexibility.

R40
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Offering streamlined design and 

comfort, the G20 is a fully upholstered, 

sophisticated chair ideal for auditoriums, 

conference rooms and theaters.

G20
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A clean, contemporary sensibility defines 

the P10 chair. At a surprisingly attractive 

price this durable, beautiful chair will 

earn rave reviews in performance halls 

wherever it’s installed.

P10
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When selecting a seat of wisdom, the  

E10 is a thoughtful choice for auditoriums. 

Supportive and sleek with a tablet arm, it’s 

an affordable and comfortable chair that 

looks smart and performs brilliantly.

E10
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The Mercury auditorium chair provides 

durability and visual appeal at an affordable 

price. The contoured seat and serpentine 

springs provide superior comfort and 

cushion lifespan.

Mercury
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The L40 is characterized by its sophisticated 

and sculptural design. Its scale, refined 

aesthetic, and unsurpassed comfort wows 

the most discerning audiences in auditorium 

and performing arts venues.

L40
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With a contemporary feel and refined visual 

appeal, the T50 Fixed Table complements 

prestigious architectural environments, 

creating a technologically advanced product 

that is both elegant and durable. 

T50 Fixed Table
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The M60 Swing Away incorporates a self-

centering seat return that provides consistent 

seat count and room uniformity, optimizing 

room design and functionality for today’s 

learning environments.

M60 Swing Away
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Incorporating a 360-degree rotation,  

auto-height, auto-return cylinder and multiple 

seating styles, the Jury Series easily adapts 

to training rooms, auditoriums and courtroom 

applications.

Jury Series
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The clean, modern lines of the V8000 seating 

system is ideal for lecture halls, auditoriums 

and training facilities. The V8000 creates 

simple, yet sophisticated seating solutions that 

maximize seating capacity.

V8000
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Available with a fixed or movable base, the 

award-winning compact JumpSeat is ideal 

for lecture halls and auditoriums in addition 

to public spaces and office environments.

JumpSeat®  
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Sitting at 90 degrees, this chair is floor 

mounted and flush to the wall, ideal for 

additional seating in narrow corridors, 

library stacks and small offices.

JumpSeat®  90
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Cantilevered off the wall, this chair is ideal  

for patient rooms, boardrooms, hallways and 

other areas where space is at a premium. 

JumpSeat®  Wall
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Environmentally friendly and versatile, the 

GiosFelt collection of felt acoustic panels, 

divider screens, baffles and clouds come in 

a variety of styles, sizes and colors for both 

wall and ceiling applications. 

GiosFelt®
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ARTOFTHEFORM. Just four short words, but 

together they provide a sure and stylish foundation  

for Sedia Systems’ aspirational approach to design  

and its inspirational reason for being. Sedia Systems 

soars with sophisticated and sculptural products  

that stand elegantly apart from the competition.  

Sedia Systems: Redefining the Art of the Form.
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